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TKTDRA 
President’s Report 

Dear Members, 
It’s a new year and a new Tennessee/Kentucky Tire Dealers & Retreaders Association!  While 
the economy might be a bit shaky, we are getting 2009 off to a great start with plenty of new 
additions and amenities that add an extra value to your membership… and might even help you 
beat the recession blues!  New training opportunities, benefits, newsletter, website, scholarship 
fundraiser, annual convention and so much more are in store for 2009! 
 

The TPMS Training Course April 6-8, 2009, in Memphis, Nashville and Knoxville is an 
excellent opportunity to be involved in the association. This must have class is the only one of its kind from TIA to be 
offered in Tennessee brought to you by TKTDRA! This class has also been approved as a certified course of the 
American Tire Distributors Certified Performance Retailer certification.  
 

We have introduced a new full color newsletter, updated website and email blasts, in order to keep you fully updated 
on what is going on in the tire industry and TKTDRA. If you have any news or information you think would be 
beneficial to the association and would like to disperse it to the membership, please contact Christy at (888)858-3721, 
info@tktdra.org or fax (225)767-7648. 
 

The TKTDRA is also in the midst of a Fundraiser to rebuild the TKTDRA Scholarship Foundation. Tickets can be 
purchased for $1 from any TKTDRA Board Member and Representative and will be entered into a drawing for a 32” 
flat screen TV! The drawing will take place on April 7, during the TKTDRA Board Meeting. 
 

In addition, we are proud to have on board the Tatman Group, as the new TKTDRA Association Management firm! 
Please call on them, as they are your new staff at (888)858-3721 or info@tktdra.org. 
Please enjoy our new newsletter and we look forward to a prosperous year with TKTDRA! 

Respectfully, 
 
 
 

Ron Brady 
TKTDRA President 

P.S. Hope to see you at the TKTDRA 2009 Annual Convention, August 7-8, 
at the Nashville Hilton Downtown in Nashville, TN!                                   

Visit www.TKTDRA.com for more information. 



 Message from TKTDRA Executive Director 
  David Tatman 

I want to take this opportunity to introduce our firm to you, the members of the  Tennessee/
Kentucky Tire Dealers and Retreaders Association (TKTDRA), and express our excitement about 
the opportunity to work with your organization. 
 
The Tatman Group is a full service Association Management firm and we have been  selected by 
the TKTDRA to provide these services to your association. The Tatman Group and our team of 
qualified experienced professionals will provide all aspects of the day-to-day operations for 
TKTDRA.  
 
As President of The Tatman Group, I will serve as the Executive Director of the Tennessee/Kentucky Tire Dealers and 
Retreaders Association. Keli Ourso Williams and Christy Marino will provide the day-to-day services in support of 
TKTDRA’s goals and mission. Keli Ourso Williams is your Senior Account Manager and brings a great deal of                  
experience and professionalism to TKTDRA. Christy Marino will serve as the Account Manager for TKTDRA and 
brings her energy and dedication to help move TKTDRA forward. 
 
We are your association staff! In addition to Keli, Christy and I, we have several other staff members who provide           
support through accounting, information technology and administrative support. Our talented staff has over 30 years of 
association management experience and is here to meet your needs.  
 
You may notice some changes and member benefits as we implement new management services and techniques. All 
geared towards increasing the value of your TKTDRA membership!  
 
First, the enhanced communication services, such as the revamped website, newsletter and regular email blast, are                
designed to keep you fully informed on what is going on in your association and your profession. We have also                     
implemented a new educational opportunity, the TIA Advanced TPMS Training Course, April 6-8 in Memphis,                 
Nashville and Knoxville, respectively, in order to provide the membership educational growth in the industry. We are 
also in the midst of planning the TKTDRA Annual Convention, which will be held August 7-8 at the Nashville Hilton 
Downtown in Nashville, TN. Lastly, we are currently working to rebuild the TKTDRA Scholarship Foundation with a 
Fundraiser raffling off a Big Screen TV!  
 
In addition to the few initiatives listed, the association is currently planning to provide more educational  opportunities, 
professional resources, benefits and many other services to its members. 
 
We are delighted to have the opportunity to work with you.  However, we cannot do it alone. Please help us by                   
volunteering your time and resources and by letting other tire dealers around Tennessee and Kentucky know about the 
association. 
 
For more information, please visit our website at www.TKTDRA.com 
 

Please contact us at (888) 858-3721 or info@tktdra.org with any questions or suggestions you may have for us to 
better serve you. 

Get involved in TKTDRA! 
Join one of our numerous committees... 

Serve on the TKTDRA Board of Directors… 
 

 
Visit www.TKTDRA.com to learn more 

Or 
Contact Christy at (888)858-3721 or info@tktdra.org 
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 TKTDRA Industry Briefs 
Bridgestone Introduces the 
Third Generation of Run-flat 
Tires 
Bridgestone.com 
March 2009 
 

Bridgestone Corporation today announced it has 
successfully developed new technologies and related 
it’s practical applications that improve the riding 
comfort of run-flat tires Bridgestone will begin 
marketing this “third generation” of run-flat tires in 
2009, focusing on sales to original equipment 
manufacturers for installation in new passenger 
vehicles. 
 
As environmental awareness grows worldwide, 
automakers are accelerating the introduction of 
lighter, smaller vehicles. In response to that trend, 
Bridgestone is confident that its third-generation run-
flat tires will significantly advance the use of run-flat 
tires by original equipment manufacturers, thereby 
accelerating the elimination of spare tires (emergency
-use tires) in passenger vehicles. The company 
believes that further popularizing the safe and 
environment-friendly run-flat tires can make a major 
contribution to society. 
 
 
Alliance Tire opens Tennessee warehouse  
Tire Business staff report 
March 2009 
 
Alliance Tire Co. USA Ltd. has opened a warehouse 
in Portland, Tenn., which the company said will allow 
it to improve support for its dealer network.  
Orders are being shipped from the warehouse, which 
Alliance Tire is stocking with farm, forestry and 
industrial tires, President Manny Cicero said.  
 
“We are now able to stockpile many of our most 
popular designs and sizes,” he said. “Keeping key 
tires in inventory helps us maintain ‘safety stock’ for 
our OEM customers, and it helps us support our 
distribution around the country.”  
 
The location, according to Mr. Cicero, sits near 
entrances to several highway routes, which allows the 
company to “easily send tires to customers in any 
direction.” He added that getting to areas such as the 
Great Lakes, Gulf Coast, Northeast and the upper 
Midwest is “pretty much a straight shot.”  

NHTSA Posts report on tire debris study 
Modern Tire Dealer 
February 2009 
 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s 
final report on its Commercial Medium Tire Debris 
Study has concluded that “the proportion of tire debris 
from retread tires and OE tires is similar to the 
estimated proportion of retread and OE tires in 
service.” The study yielded no evidence to suggest 
that the proportion of tire fragments/shreds from 
retread tires was over-represented in the debris items 
collected.” 

 

Rubber Manufacturers Association                               
Tire Safety Week 

The Rubber Manufacturers Association eighth Annual 
National Tire Safety Week will be held June 7-13, 
2009.The annual event is an initiative of the Rubber 
Manufacturers Association’s "Be Tire Smart – Play 
Your PART" program, a year-round effort designed to 
help drivers learn the simple steps they can take to 
ensure that their tires are in good working condition. 
RMA is the national trade association for tire 
manufacturers. 
 
Tire manufacturers and retailers nationwide will work 
to educate motorists about proper tire care and 
maintenance. RMA provides tire retailers, auto 
dealers and automotive repair shops with free “Be 
Tire Smart” brochures and other materials. Many 
participating retail outlets use the opportunity to 
promote tire care through advertising, promotions, 
free tire pressure checks and conducting media 
outreach.  
 
More than 19,000 tire dealers, auto dealers and 
automotive repair shops participated during the 2008 
National Tire Safety Week.  



                         TIA Advanced TPMS Course    
     MEMPHIS • NASHVILLE • KNOXVILLE
  

TIA & TKTDRA are bringing you the most up to date class on Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS)!  
 

The TIA Advanced TPMS Training Course covers how and what tool to use to reset the tire pressure monitoring light, 
cars and trucks through 2009 and the newest tools to service these systems.  
 

This is a MUST HAVE class for any Service Writer, Shop Foreman or Tech that changes or rotates tires as well as any 
one that communicates with your customers! 
 

Included with the course is a TIA TPMS Relearn Chart (valued at $85)! The TIA TPMS Relearn Chart serves as a        
valuable, comprehensive and quick reference guide that technicians can easily navigate through to service any vehicle– 
Foreign and Domestic– equipped with TPMS. 

Registration Form below. Visit www.TKTDRA.com to order additional TIA TPMS Relearn Charts. 

Memphis, TN 
April 6, 2009 

Holiday Inn Select Memphis East 
5795 Poplar Ave. 

Memphis, TN  38119 

Knoxville, TN 
April 8, 2009 

Holiday Inn Select Cedar Bluff 
304 Cedar Bluff Road 
Knoxville, TN  37923 

Nashville, TN 
April 7, 2009 

Nashville Auto Diesel College 
1524 Gallatin Road 

Nashville,TN  37206 
MEMPHIS AND KNOXVILLE AGENDA: 

7:00 a.m.    Registration 

8:00 a.m. ‐ 12:00 p.m.  TIA Advanced TPMS Training Course  

12:00 p.m. ‐ 1:00 p.m.    Lunch (provided for all who register for course) 

NASHVILLE AGENDA: 

12:00 p.m. ‐ 1:00 p.m.    Registration & Lunch  

  (provided for all who register for course) 

1:00 p.m. ‐ 5:00 p.m.  TIA Advanced TPMS Training Course  

Mail or Fax this registration form  
along with your payment to: 

 
TKTDRA 
P.O. Box 82531, Baton Rouge, LA 70884   
Fax: (225) 767-7648     
 

Questions? Please contact Christy Marino at  
(888) 858-3721 or christy@tatmangroup.com. 

 

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Company: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________City: ____________________ State: ________Zip: ___________ 
 

Phone: ____________________Fax: _____________________E‐mail (To send confirmation): _______________________________ 

Registration :  
Please select which course you would like to attend: 
____Memphis, April 6, 2009, Holiday Inn Select Memphis East 
____Nashville, April 7, 2009, Nashville Auto Diesel College 
____Knoxville, April 8, 2009, Holiday Inn Select Cedar Bluff 

Register Now!! 

Payment Method:   
 Visa          MasterCard        Discover          American Express               Check enclosed  (Make checks payable to: TKTDRA)  

 

 

Credit Card # ________________________________________________________________ Exp. Date:____________________________ 

V‐Code: (3‐5 digit code on the back of your card) _________________Name on Card:___________________________________________ 

Signature: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A fee of $25 will be charged for all NSF checks. 
Cancellations: In order to receive a refund of your registration fees, you MUST cancel 72 hours prior to the date of the class you are registered for. 
There will be NO refund for cancellations within 72 hours of the class you are registered for. 

Please check one of the following registration fees:  
(Your registration fee includes TPMS class, TPMS Chart and lunch.) 

____TKTDRA MEMBER  $170 
____NON‐MEMBER    $225  
If you would like to become a member,  
please visit www.TKTDRA.com 

     ATD CPR  
Certified Course! 
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WASHINGTON, D.C., December 3, 2008 - The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration issued final 
rules this week to improve tire registration. 
 
The Rubber Manufacturers Association and the Tire Industry Association both support the new regulation, 
which will provide dealers with flexibility and allow greater use of electronic tire registration. The regulation is 
designed to boost the number of new tire registrations. Tire registration is a critical component in notifying  
consumers in the event of a tire recall. 
 
“NHTSA’s action offers a path forward to improving tire registration rates,” said Tracey Norberg, RMA senior 
vice president. “This should enhance the ability of tire manufacturers and NHTSA to notify consumers in the 
event of a tire recall.” 
 
When first implemented nearly three decades ago, tire registration procedures were strictly required to be 
done by standardized paper form. Under the current system, RMA members have estimated that only 10     
percent of tires purchased each year are registered.  
 
In 2003, RMA urged NHTSA to allow for some electronic tire registration to help increase the number of       
registrations. NHTSA agreed with RMA and issued a letter of interpretation. Last year, the White House Office 
of Management and Budget asked NHTSA to consider broadening electronic tire registrations further under 
federal rules that encourage reducing paperwork burdens. In January of this year, NHTSA issued a notice of 
proposed rulemaking to amend the tire registration rules. 
 
The new rules will continue to permit paper registration forms but will now permit tire dealers to voluntarily  
submit electronic tire registrations for consumers. If a paper form is provided to consumers, the form may now 
also include information on how a consumer can register tires electronically.  
 
“Choice and flexibility in filing tire registrations should be very helpful,” Norberg added.  
 
Additionally, RMA and TIA had urged NHTSA to avoid imposing additional burdens on the tire industry. The 
final rule does not impose new obligations but instead accommodates and facilitates internet and other       
electronic tire registration. 
 
The new rule takes effect on January 27, 2009. Optional immediate compliance is permitted as of November 
28, 2008.  
The Rubber Manufacturers Association is the national trade association for the rubber products                
industry. Its members include companies that manufacture various rubber products, including tires, 
hoses, belts, seals, molded goods, and other finished rubber products. RMA members employ over 
120,000 workers and account for more than $21 billion in annual sales.  

 TKTDRA Regulatory News 
 

National Highway Traffic & Safety Administration Finalizes New Tire Registration Regulation 
Rubber Manufacturers Association, December 2008 

Have an issue or topic you would like to see covered in  
Tire Digest? 

 

Let us know! 
 

Contact Christy at (888)858-3721 or info@tktdra.org 
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TKTDRA Member Moment  
Those who survive will thrive  by Max Heath, Heath Oil & Automotive 
Remember the good old days? You had more               
business than you could handle.  With each new month 
came some kind of new sales record for your business.  
It was a struggle to get the bay doors shut every day.  
Not only were your customers getting into the shop for 
routine service, they were even asking for preventive 
maintenance.  You were receiving numerous inquiries 
for custom wheels, specialty tires, brake system             
upgrades, etc.  It seemed like this period of growth and 
prosperity was never going to end. 
 
Alright, snap out of it.  Now, the reality is that very few 
consumers are looking to spend money on anything 
during this downturn in our economy.  New tires quickly 
take a back seat to groceries and utility bills.  The 
money these customers spend has to get them more 
than just a set of tires.  They have to believe that it was 
money well spent. 
 
Once you get past the doom and gloom, this recession 
may have some bright spots for the automotive service 
business. The National Automobile Dealers                      
Association estimates that 900 dealerships went out of 
business in 2008.  They approximate that 1,100 more 
dealers will meet the same fate in 2009.  With                 
hundreds of car dealers closing their doors, potential 
customers will be looking for a new place to take their 
vehicles for tires and service.  Further, new vehicle  
sales in 2008 were 2 million units below the 2007 level 

Delaying new vehicle               
purchases means                   
consumers are keeping their 
vehicles longer.  Longer  
ownership translates into 
additional maintenance. 
 
There are several strategies that should help             
dealers profit in these tight times;  Some you may 
already be doing, some you may feel are a waste of 
time. However, all of these practices will add some 
value in the customer’s eyes. 
 
The first strategy isn’t anything new or fancy. Be           
available to your customer. This tactic goes right in 
the face of reducing operating costs because there 
is a cost associated with keeping the doors open.  
The alternative of reducing your hours only limits 
the opportunity you have to see the new consumers 
in your market.  Convenience is very important to 
most consumers.  
 
Also, consider some value-added services such as 
free pick-up and delivery, free car washes, and            
nitrogen inflation with the purchase of a set of tires.  
Any of these incentives may be enough to motivate 
consumers to spend money with you. 
 
Finally, mull over the idea of giving referral                 

discounts.  Give your customer more of a reason 
to recommend you to their friends and family.  It 
would take a substantial advertising budget to get 
the same kind of result.  Now more than ever, you 
need somebody out there recommending your   
facility. 
 
There is no doubt about it.  This year will be a 
tough period for dealers, but through value-added 
services, innovative thinking, customer’s             
recommendations, and good old fashioned hard 
work you stand a much better chance of surviving.  
Hopefully, it will end up being a profitable year and 
you can not only survive, but you can thrive.      
 
Max Heath is a Service Advisor at Heath                   
Automotive, a family owned and operated              
business since 1971. He has 9 years of                     
experience in the tire  industry and is a          
graduate of the University of  Alabama. 



Matlock Tire Service and Auto Repair is locally owned and operated, and enjoys a           
50-year heritage of serving East Tennessee with integrity. 
 

Matlock Tire Service began as a small shop in Lenoir City in 1953. It was founded by 
Joe Matlock, who built his business on treating customers fairly and providing          
excellent service. Now his son, Jimmy Matlock, has expanded the business to four 
locations: Athens, Farragut, Lenoir City and Maryville. Jimmy's goal is to maintain the 
Matlock legacy of integrity, experience and professionalism. 
 

With several ASE (National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence) certified            
technicians, you know that you're in good hands. They provide minor automotive repairs, oil changes,               
alignment services, brake work and preventive maintenance.  

Matlock Tire Service is proud of their many long-term employees. Many staff members have been loyal team 
players for over 10 years, in fact several have been contributing for more than 25 years! 

Much of the Matlock Tire Service success is due to their dedicated teams. This loyalty from employees, as 
well as from customers, has opened the doors for much growth and long-term relationships. 
 

”Our belief is that consumers want to deal with the individual,” said Jimmy Matlock. He believes that their            
personal attention, personalized service and exceptional attention to individual customer needs along with            
consistency of business is what makes Matlock Tire Service and Auto Repair thrive.  
 

The Tennessee/Kentucky Tire Dealers and Retreaders Association tips their hat to Jimmy Matlock and 
Matlock Tire Service and Auto Repair for their dedication throughout the years!! 

Dean Oil Company Inc. is a family owned and operated institution          
located in Springfield, Tennessee that is currently celebrating its 50th  
Anniversary. Founded in 1959 by C.W. Dean and his wife Betty Dean, 
Dean Oil Company originated as an oil company that farmed out their 
Tire, Batteries and Accessories (TBA) to service stations in the area. In 
1985, Dean Oil Company opened its first garage, Dean Tire and Lube,  
in order to provide installation services to their customer. 
 
As each of C.W. and Betty Dean’s five sons graduated from school, they began working in the family                
business. Dean Tire and Lube is currently run by son Dave Dean. Dave states that at Dean Tire and Lube           
service is key! They are able to give the best service around because of the family atmosphere that C.W. and 
Betty Dean built the company on 50 years ago. 
 
Tennessee/Kentucky Tire Dealers and Retreaders Association sends a warm welcome to our newest             
member, Dean Oil Company! 

   Dealer Spotlight   
  Matlock Tire Service & Auto Repair 

New Member Spotlight   
  Dean Oil Company, Inc. 
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Solutions for tire re-use and recycling are a priority  
American Recycler, by Irwin Rapoport  

Rubber products, be they tires or industrial and             
consumer products, are an ever present feature of the 
North American consumer lifestyle. Finding efficient 
ways to re-use and recycle rubber has gained serious 
traction, and an important element of that process is 
product stewardship. 

 
To discuss product stewardship issues concerning 

rubber and other products, American Recycler spoke 
with James L. Schrack, director of product sustainability 
for the Product Stewardship Institute (PSI). 

 
What are some of the strategies that PSI has developed 
to the environmental concern of scrap tires? 

Schrack: Here is a list of the issues, solutions and 
strategies PSI helped develop through a collaborative 
process. 

 
Concerning waste tire generation, the solution is to 

increase the lifespan of tires by: increasing consumer 
education on tire maintenance, providing free and               
convenient pressure gauges and air for tire maintenance, 
installing “smart tire” systems on new vehicles,               
manufacturing longer lasting tires, encouraging                  
consumers to buy longer-life tires, developing a unified      
approach to optimal tire pressure and encouraging 
proper wheel alignment on the vehicle. 

 
Waste tire markets can be stimulated by developing 

set measurable goals for market development and              
reducing disposal, conducting life cycle assessment 
among different market opportunities, and evaluating 
regulatory barriers. 

 
 

On the issue of tire reuse, retread and remold, the          
solution is to increase reuse and retread markets by          
promoting use among fleets, reducing liability concerns 
over reused tires, promoting tire repair and education on 
maintenance of truck tires to increase retreadability. 

 
Crumb rubber markets can be stimulated by          

developing sustainable and diversified markets by          
promoting existing specifications for crumb rubber,          
overcoming perception related to inferior quality of          
recycled content tires, researching and developing          
strategies to overcome technical barriers to using crumb 
rubber as a raw material, offering equipment grants, and 
providing marketing aid for California tire-derived          
product manufacturers. 

 
Increasing the percentage of recycled content in new 

tire manufacture can be accomplished by conducting          
research on technologies, providing financial incentives 
to increase demand for recycled rubber, developing          
recycled-content tire procurement specifications along 
with a strategy for procurement of recycled-content tires 
and molded products, and providing incentives to          
manufacturers to use recycled content. 

 
Shredded tire markets can be improved by increasing 

the civil engineering applications for shredded tires,          
providing education and information on benefits of using 
waste tire shreds in landfill applications, educating          
transportation officials about ASTM specifications for 
tire shreds, allow for, and promote waste tire use in local 
septic fields/drainage through local ordinances and state 
rule, and education about specifications to increase the 
use of tires in road base. 

TKTDRA Calendar of Events 
Event Date Time  Location 

TIA/TKTDRA TPMS 
Course 

April 6, 2009 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
(Lunch at 1:00 p.m.) 

Holiday Inn Select       
Memphis East,                  
Memphis, TN 

TKTDRA Board Meeting & 
Scholarship Raffle 

April 7, 2009 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Nashville Auto Diesel          
College, Nashville, TN 

TIA/TKTDRA TPMS 
Course  

April 7, 2009 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
(Lunch at 12:00 p.m.) 

Nashville Auto Diesel          
College, Nashville, TN 

TIA/TKTDRA TPMS 
Course  

April 8, 2009 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
(Lunch at 1:00 p.m.) 

Holiday Inn Select Cedar 
Bluff, Knoxville, TN 

TKTDRA Annual  
Convention 

August 7-8, 2009  Hilton Nashville               
Downtown, Nashville, TN 



 Proper perspective 
UHP tire service requires special equipment and unique procedures 

By: Matt Strong, Modern Tire Dealer, February 2009 

Ultra-high performance tire sizes are 
now the norm on many sport sedans, 
SUVs and crossover vehicles. Even 
luxury sedans come with UHP tires. 
o compete in this market, you must 
have high-quality equipment that can 
handle 22-inch and larger wheels and 
tires without damage or come-backs. 
Stiff sidewalls, hard treads and                
different drop centers all combine to 
make mounting and balancing them a 
challenge. 
 
There are two parts to the mounting 
and balancing process that must be 
considered. The first is the equipment 
itself; the second is the time and              
motions required of the tire tech by the 
equipment. The best equipment in the 
world will not make you money if 
your staff does not know how to use it 
properly. 
 
When you are looking at purchasing 
new equipment, take your watch with 
you and time the entire process. Also, 
look at the work required by the tire 
tech during the man/machine               
interface. Good equipment must be 
user-friendly and deliver consistent 
results. It is probably best to make 
your buying decision based on the 
user interface over any other bells and 
whistles. 
Also investigate whether or not the 
equipment can be upgraded as new 
technology and functions are                  
developed. 
 
You can review the specifications of 
each brand and model, but stand back 
and consider the process, not just the 
result. Analyzing the ease with which 
your technicians will interface with 
the equipment (especially given the 
high rate of turnover in these                    
positions) should be a key driver in 
making your purchase decision. 
 
A tire changer with power assist, rim  
 tire protection features, and  

adequate power is important. Most 
UHP tires have low-profile or                   
ultra-low profile sidewalls, making the 
tire extremely inflexible. A tire 
changer with power assist features      
allows one person to press and hold 
the tire into the rim drop-center.  
 
Also, rims on high performance               
vehicles are usually attractive, but also 
delicate, due to the fact that they are 
made of thinner, lightweight materials. 
 
These expensive wheels need every 
protection possible in order to be              
handled without damage. A standard, 
no-frills tire changer usually does not 
include the type of protectors                   
necessary to do this well. 
  
Employee perspective 
When evaluating a UHP tire changer 
from the employee perspective,                
consider the following: 
 
• The mount/demount process steps 
for each machine. To what extent 
does the process for servicing UHP 
assemblies differ from the way your 
technicians service conventional tires 
and wheels? 
 
The lesser the difference, the shorter 
the learning curve for your                       
technicians, the smaller the chance for 
errors, and the sooner the machine      
begins to pay for itself. 
 
• Are the controls for the various 
“helper” devices (powered               
drop-center assist arms, wheel lifts, 
etc.) located at the device, or are 
they located elsewhere on the ma-
chine (i.e., operated remotely)?  
 
Controls located at the point of use are 
much more intuitive and easy to use, 
and keep the technician focused on 
proper tire service procedures. 

The general ergonomics of the              
machine. Look specifically for 
wasted motion (i.e., walking from one 
side of the machine to the other and 
back) to perform different steps in the 
mount/demount process or otherwise 
reach or locate a tool or control. 
 
Needless steps are a prime example of 
process waste, and should be                
minimized to maintain productivity 
and bay turns. 
 
You must also consider the following 
three features: 
 
1. User interface. How well does the 
machine communicate with the                 
technician? Does it prompt the             
technician to perform the proper     
process steps (data entry, weight 
placement, etc.) and walk him or her 
through the balancing process? This 
feature will greatly reduce the          
learning curve for new technicians. 
 

2. Error recognition and/or          
error-proofing. Does the machine 
recognize and report, or better yet, 
prevent, potential errors  (improper 
data entry, a loose hub nut or excess 
residual imbalance)? 
 
Such capabilities reduce process 
variation and opportunities for error, 
which will minimize the chances of a 
costly comeback — which,               
coincidentally, are more likely on 
large, low-profile, stiff-sidewall           
applications. 
 
3. Economies of motion. Does the 
machine cut down on wasted motion, 
especially in data entry? 
 
By keeping these technician-friendly 
criteria top-of-mind, you will end up 
with equipment that not only handles 
the myriad of application challenges 
presented by UHP applications, but  
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 Proper Perspective Continued 
also is extremely easy and intuitive to 
use — equipment that everyone in the 
shop can operate, not just the select 
one or two. 
 

Machine perspective 
Just when you think passenger car 
and light truck and SUV wheels can’t 
get any bigger, they do. 
Thirty inch diameter wheels, and the 
UHP tires to match, although not 
commonplace, have appeared in the 
aftermarket. 
 
And now many OEMs are offering 
UHP tire and wheel upgrade              
packages — many up to 22-inch in 
diameter — in order to grab their fair 
share of the multi-billion-dollar             
custom wheel market. 
 
The issue you’re dealing with is, of 
course, a fixed amount of wheel well 
space. As the wheels get bigger, the 
aspect ratios of the accompanying 
tires get smaller. 
 
This means thicker, stiffer sidewalls 
that are more challenging and               
time-consuming to mount and de-
mount, and more prone to vibration. 
 
To compound matters, today’s               
uni-body vehicles are considerably 
lighter and have much stiffer            
suspension systems than they did just 
10 years ago. Gone are the generous 
cushions and dampeners that typified 
the suspensions of yesteryear. 
 
Quite simply, today’s vehicles are 
just more sensitive to vibration than 
they used to be. 
 
But in response to overwhelming     
demand and profit opportunity, the 
industry continues to equip these         
vehicles with bigger, heavier and 
stiffer UHP tire and wheel assem-
blies. 
 
The result is a dramatic increase in 
road feel and unsprung weight — that 
is, weight not supported by the             
vehicle’s suspension system —  

which, aside from various effects on 
vehicle performance, can lead to a 
harsher ride. 
 
These factors all critically impact the 
machine component of your tire              
service process. 
 
The good news is that by casting a 
critical eye toward a few key machine 
attributes, you can mitigate many of 
these challenges with your equipment 
selection. 
 
When evaluating a tire changer that 
will be used to mount UHP tires, 
don’t forget to consider the  
following: 
 
• There is a greater risk of sidewall 
damage and bead distortion when 
mounting/demounting UHP tires. 
“Articulating powered helper                
devices” designed to keep the bead in 
the drop center  — a critical               
requirement in the mount/demount 
process — are virtually required to 
service UHP applications. In fact, 
they are critical when mounting             
low-profile UHP tires on custom 
wheels that have shallow and/or             
gently sloping drop centers. Such 
wheel designs are, unfortunately, 
commonplace in the aftermarket. 
 

• General upgradeability. Can you 
add larger capacity clamps at a later 
date? One trip to the Specialty   
Equipment Market Association 
(SEMA) Show will convince you that 
there’s always something bigger and 
badder on the horizon in the                
aftermarket wheel industry. 
 
Can the tire changer be equipped with 
additional devices or accessories to 
handle evolving run-flat designs? The 
ability to upgrade will protect your 
investment, keep your tire service 
process capable, and safeguard your 
ability to provide best-in-class service 
to your customers. 

• Torque isn’t just for lug nuts  
anymore. The torque generated by a 
tire changer’s motor (specifically the 
start-up torque) will determine your 
likelihood of stalling or jamming the 
machine when attempting to mount a 
very stiff top bead and your ability to 
successfully back out of it if that  
happens. 
 
Of course, using the proper method 
— adequate lubrication and allowing 
the bead to relax during the mounting 
process — will prevent most of these 
occurrences. 
 
Aside from the fact that large UHP 
assemblies tend to require more            
corrective weight than their smaller 
cousins, the main issue you’ll               
encounter when balancing these tire 
and wheel combinations is the need 
for finer, more accurate balancing and 
vibration control. 
 
When evaluating a wheel balancer for 
your UHP needs, follow these steps: 
 

1. Pay special attention to how each 
balancer deals with static             
imbalance. Static vibration (the 
“bounce” versus the dynamic             
sensation of “wobble”) is what drives 
most vibration-related comebacks. 
 

Some balancers will eliminate static 
imbalance at the expense of a large 
dynamic residual. Others pay no              
special attention to static at all,             
focusing solely on dynamic               
imbalance. And there are those that 
deliver the best of both worlds —        
simultaneous minimization of static 
and dynamic imbalances. 
 
For UHP applications, which are 
more prone to vibration by nature, 
your balancing process cannot afford 
trade-offs. 
 

2. Know how to explain the              
difference between balance prob-
lems and force variation problems. 
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3. Give some thought to investing in a                   
diagnostic balancer. These machines deliver all 
the balancing features required by today’s power 
users: direct adhesive weight placement,                
behind-the-spoke balancing, on-board inflation, 
real- time graphics and on-board training. They 
also diagnose other vibration generators that are 
common to tire and wheel assemblies, such as 
excess radial runout, excess lateral runout, and 
excess residual imbalance. 
 

Although these conditions are only responsible 
for 10% of vibration-related comebacks in               
general, they are especially troublesome on 
large, low-profile UHP assemblies. 
 

Also pay special attention to the machine’s               
incremental cycle time for diagnostics. 
 

This can vary greatly between equipment                 
manufacturers. Quicker diagnostic cycle times 
not only protect your productivity, but also            
ensure that your technicians actually use the             
diagnostic process on every balance, rather than 
turn it off for the sake of speed, which would 
defeat the purpose of your investment! 
 

‘Method’ perspective 
You can buy the best tire service equipment on 
the market today, but if you don’t establish and 
enforce proper mounting and balancing methods, 
your tire service process will undoubtedly suffer. 
Since UHP tires are usually on a performance 
vehicle, a precise dynamic balance is critical. 
 

You simply should not try to speed through a 
balance on UHP tires. I don’t recommend using 
a “weight saver” type of program on UHP tires. 
Weight saver programs use parameters that are 
simply not precise enough for UHP fitments. 
 

Also very important is extremely precise            
mounting of the wheel assembly to the balancer. 
 

Smart tire techs know that “lube is your friend.” 
Insufficient lubrication can result in bead                
distortion or other tire damage. Conversely,           
excessive lube or an improper mixture could   
result in tire slippage. 
 
Using the proper amount and type of lubricant 
for UHP applications is a key factor in reducing 
variation in the mounting process. Be sure to not 
only apply it to the tire bead, but also to the bead 
seat and drop-center areas of the rim. 

Successful techs also know that sometimes you have to slow 
down to speed up. Take your time when servicing UHP tires. 
Check for tire pressure monitoring system sensors. Let the top 
bead relax a little during the mounting process. 
 
Use all the helper devices at your disposal. The result will be        
consistent output of quality work and less variation in your tire 
service process. 
 
If you’ve invested in a tire changer with a wheel lift, use it. I 
know, I can hear it already: “I’m faster than that lift! My                  
technicians should be able to lift the assembly onto the machine.” 

Continued on Page 14 
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Encouraging (if not enforcing) the use of your wheel lift 
will save you money on damaged wheels, avoid                   
embarrassing customer situations, and help error-proof 
your mount/demount process. Plus, it will leave your 
technicians fresher toward the end of the day, which 
should improve their productivity. 
 

Balancing 
The goal when balancing a UHP tire and wheel package 
is straightforward — to provide your customers with a 
vibration-free ride on the first attempt. 
 
First and foremost, you must be certain that you mount 
the tire and wheel assembly on the balancer in the exact 
same manner that it will be mounted back on the vehicle. 
 
Consider this mathematical fact: A 16-inch diameter, 
seven-inch wide wheel mounted and balanced just .010 
inch off-center on the balancer shaft will result in a .85 
ounce static vibration when mounted back on the vehicle. 
And the balancer, which only can assume that you’ve 
centered it properly, will gleefully show you zeros. 
Process errors such as this one are easy to make and are 
responsible for upward of 60% of vibration-related tire 
service comebacks. The good news is that they are easy 
to avoid. 
 
First, monitor the condition of your mounting cones and 
replace them when they begin to appear nicked or worn. 
This will remove cone condition as a source of process 
variation. 
 
Second, invest in a set of mounting adapters such as pin 
plates (also known as flange plates) or fixed finger plates. 
 
These adapters engage the wheel in its lug holes. When 
used in conjunction with mounting cones, they provide 
an almost error-free method for mounting. 
 
For hub centric wheels (nearly all OE wheels are hub 
centric), the adapters distribute the clamping pressure 
equally around the center hole — just like the lugs and 
lug nuts do on the vehicle — and ensure that the wheel 
ends up centered on the cone. 
 
For lug centric wheels (most aftermarket wheels are lug 
centric) the wheels pre-center on the cone, and as you 
exert clamping force via the hub nut, final centering is 
achieved on the fingers of the adapter. 
 
The result is, again, that the wheel will be balanced in the 
same way that it will be mounted back on the vehicle.  

More importantly, this process establishes a consistent, 
reliable process for mounting most any wheel on your 
balancer. 
 
The result is, again, that the wheel will be balanced in 
the same way that it will be mounted back on the                
vehicle. More importantly, this process establishes a 
consistent, reliable process for mounting most any 
wheel on your balancer. 
 
Of course, there are certain scenarios that require other, 
more specialized adapters. 
 
Your equipment distributor should be able to help in this 
regard. 
 
By considering the impact of your equipment purchases 
on your employees, and looking at UHP tire service 
from the equipment and method perspectives, you will 
be able to make more informed purchase decisions. 
Combine that with well-trained technicians, and your 
profits will increase.    ■ 

DID YOU KNOW …. 
 
The Tire Industry Association recommends 

joining a trade association as a way to     
survive the rough economy! 

 
 

“Membership in a trade organization can benefit 
businesspeople on several fronts. Most associations 

offer their members discounts on vital products/
services, such as workers’ comp and liability              

insurance, consumer credit cards and business        
software. In addition, they often provide valuable 

training and education opportunities to help             
businesspeople stay competitive.”                           

- TIA, February 6, 2009  
 

Visit www.TKTDRA.com to see how 
membership with the                       

Tennessee/Kentucky Tire Dealers and   
Retreaders Association benefits your 

company! 
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Charlie Fewell, 
Charlie Fewell & Associates 
 
Charlie Fewell helps          
business leaders improve 
vital business 
outcomes through keynote 
presentations, on-site      
training, or multi-day       
consulting engagements. 
 
He works with people in 
the automotive industry to 
build strong relationships 
inside and outside the      
company, create a             
sustainable financial model, 
and develop the potential 
that resides within the      
workforce. 
 
He has spent more than 30 
high-octane years in the  
automotive environment,   
having worked with              
business-to-business sales 
professionals, franchisees, 
and customer service          
employees in the wholesale 
distribution environment. 
 
He authors the Fill ’er Up 
with Fewell newsletter and 
series of training guides, 
and is a frequent speaker for   
national trade associations 
and corporate organiza-
tions.  
 
His vision is to help people 
in business improve their      
performance by fueling 
change to transform              
business results. 
 
Call Charlie Fewell 
662.895.1171 
www.CharlieFewell.com 
 

 Charlie Fewell  

    Revolt and Reinvent 
The automotive aftermarket is fishtailing. 
When a car starts spinning out of control 
you need to stand on the gas to get it 
back under control. We need to do the 
same thing with the automotive                   
aftermarket. I have worked in the auto            
industry for over 30 years. My message to 
you is: it’s time to Revolt and Reinvent. 
 

Some days do you feel like you just have a 
job and you are simply an employee in 
your own business? If you are the primary           
investor in your business; are you earning 
the return you want from your investment 
of time, energy and money? 
 

Have you ever said to yourself; “running a 
business shouldn’t be this difficult.”? 
If you find yourself thinking, “What do I 
need to know?” or “What do I need to 
change so that I can generate the results 
I've dreamed about?” then perhaps it is 
time for you to stage a revolt and reinvent 
your          business model to succeed now 
and in the future. 
 

Are you wondering what this revolt and          
reinvention process includes? Here are the 
5 things you must do to revolt and reinvent 
your business. 
 

Step #1: You must change your thinking. 
Begin with the current economic state and 
the future of the industry in mind. It’s time 
to stop the insane behaviors that are          
causing you to spend your cash reserves 
waiting on things to return to “normal.”  
The first thing to do is let go of the past.  
Business will never return to normal:  now 
IS normal.  It’s time to create your         
Manifesto for change. 
 

     Understand how vehicle technology 
changes affect your future 
      Devise a strategy that allows quick       
adjustments to your business plan 
 
Step #2: Slow Down to Go Fast™ when 
communicating with customers. One            
important part of the selling process is the 
interview through which customer needs 
are revealed and understood by the sales 
and   service professional.         

Many talented technicians mistakenly try to 
“sell the fix” rather than slowing the process 
down and understanding customer’s needs. It is 
not about how much you know; it is about how 
much you want to understand that matters. 
 
     You must connect with customers like 
never before. 
     Communication is the key to trust and    
rapport building. 
 
Step #3: Develop a Selling Cadence.               
According to the Car Care Council, during 
2007’s events, 8 of every 10 vehicles             
inspected had at least one component failure 
found, 24% of the vehicles inspected had dirty 
air filters and 12% had a Service Engine Soon 
light illuminated. Shop owners and service     
advisers need to become more consultative and 
help customers protect their investment.  Your 
cadence should include an inspection, a report 
of the findings, and then simply ask the             
customer if they wish to bring the vehicle back 
to normal operating conditions.  It is just a         
decision, one that the customer needs to 
make.  Insanity is making the decision for the 
customer. 
 
     Set your blueprint for the future by           
defining your selling cadence. 
     Managing all the steps of the Service 
Event and inspecting your way to success. 
 
Step #4: Stay Top of Mind through a well          
designed marketing plan. If you disappear for 
all practical purposes due to reducing or             
stopping your advertising and marketing, many 
consumers will determine that you have gone 
out of business. Prospects and customers don’t 
typically sit around at night and discuss all the 
potential vendors for automotive products and 
repair services—unless they are in need. The 
question is, if they are in need, are you on their 
list? 
   Staying top of mind is the key to creating 

loyal  customers who refer their friends. 
     What are your current customer retention 
& new  customer acquisition strategies? 
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 Charlie Fewell      Revolt and Reinvent Cont. 
   Staying top of mind is the key to creating loyal              

customers who refer their friends. 
     What are your current customer retention & new              
customer acquisition strategies? 
 
Face it; you have no control over the state of the economy or 
the potential loss of revenue and profits that may occur when 
times are tough. You do in fact have total control over your 
behaviors during any economic slowdown. Many  companies 
pull back and reduce overall spending in an attempt to                       
preserve the bottom line. Call me insane, but I am convinced 
that in tough times, your outreach program needs to kick into 
high gear. If people are going to exercise more frugal             
spending practices, then you surely need to be top of mind 
when they decide to purchase. 
 
Step #5: Develop a Cultivational™ leadership style.            
Cultivational™ leaders are proficient at setting clear               
expectations with their employees, using a collaborative       
approach with their employees when setting performance 
goals and objectives, and providing sufficient feedback that 
causes the employee to become more engaged while at work. 
 
     Successful business owners become Cultivational™ 
leaders. 
     Amplifying the talents and abilities of their employees 
     Treating their employees like assets instead of liabilities 
 
Leaders have the ability to influence the opinions, thoughts 
and actions of others. I am convinced that most business 
owners and leaders spend too much time managing and        
trying to control their employees. Leaders understand that 
once minds are changed, appropriate behaviors follow. If an 
employee has no desire to follow your lead, engage in your 
mission and vision and work with passion to help you 
achieve your most important goals and objectives, it is time 
to help them find another place to enjoy gainful employment. 

Many customers I work with know they are capable of          
better results and are paralyzed by thinking that causes them 
to operate in an obsolete model fearing they might “mess 
up” their current results by making any changes. 
 
“Change is the law of life, and those who look only to the 
past or the present are certain to miss the future.”            
John F. Kennedy 
 
Are you paralyzed, waiting on the Silver Bullet? Here is the 
reality – THERE ISN’T ONE. 
 
Revolt against obsolete business practices that aren’t            
working for you and have the courage to make an extensive 
or even drastic change in your business that will produce 
new results. 
 
Begin now to create your manifesto for change; your              
official declaration of intentions, motives or principles of 
action that will bring about success now and in the future. 
 

© 2009 Charlie Fewell 
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From air to nitrogen 
By Bob Ulrich, Modern Tire Dealer, February 2009 

Nitrogen inflation is a relatively new service for the tire              
industry. However, it is rapidly moving from “trend” to 
“commonplace.” 
 
The figures don’t lie. Nearly 33% of the tire dealers              
responding to our 2008 Nitrogen Inflation Service Survey 
said they offer nitrogen service, up from 21% in 2007. 
Another 10.1% said that although they do not offer it, they 
plan to add it in the future; in 2007, 8% planned to add the 
service. 
 
As part of its “2009 RPM Awards,” Maxim referenced 
nitrogen-filled tires in its report on the Nissan GT-R. 
Mainstream may be just around the corner.    
 
Cost of doing business 
Although Costco Wholesale Corp.’s 400 stores offer           
nitrogen inflation as a value-added service, the vast               
majority of dealers (89.2%) reported they charge car     
owners for it. Of the dealers who charge to inflate tires 
with nitrogen, 80% charge at least $5 a tire, while 20% 
ask anywhere from $1 to $4 per tire. 
 
The range for light truck tires is broader: 
 
Fee for filling a light truck tire w/nitrogen 
$1-$4: 13.9%     $5-$6: 43.7% 
$7-$8: 22.5%     $9-$10: 13.9%. 
 
The remaining 6% of the dealers who offer nitrogen                 
inflation charge more than $10 per tire for the service. 
 
Two hot trends 
Nitrogen inflation equipment has been evolving to meet 
the needs of tire dealers. Here are the latest trends,               
according to equipment suppliers. 
 
1. Portability. Suppliers agree that portable units are            
becoming more popular. 
 
Kelvin Butz, RTI Technologies Inc.’s vice president of                
marketing, says the thought process among many dealers 
has been to set up a reservoir and then pipe the nitrogen 
out to several outlets. 
 
“We’re finding the swing is away from that and toward             
portable machines. Versatility in the shop is very  
important.” 
 
 

The more flexible the shop, the more cars you can process, 
he says. “The ability to maneuver (these machines) in tight 
corners is extremely important.” 
 
“I think you have two options,” says NitroFill Inc.                 
President Jay Lighter. “First, you can completely embrace 
nitrogen and buy a stationary unit. If you believe in                    
nitrogen, why wouldn’t you want it available at every bay? 
Then you can run one line to your tire machine and                
multiple lines throughout your shop. 
 
“However, it’s a tough to convince dealers who have been 
using air successfully that they need to invest in that                
infrastructure. So the market is demanding a portable               
machine. People want to put their toe in a little bit first.” 
 
2. Bundling. Instead of marketing nitrogen as a one-time 
sale, dealers should bundle nitrogen into an overall service 
package, according to nitrogen equipment suppliers. 
 
Lighter cites his company’s NitroFill Auto Club program 
as an example. “When a consumer buys NitroFill, he or she 
receives unlimited use of roadside assistance for one year, 
prepaid through GE Capital. 
 
“We send newsletters directly to customers and invite them 
back every 30 days. Our dealers also have the ability to go 
on-line and add print and clip coupons and other pieces... 
they can create their own service coupons, customer               
surveys, whatever they want. It becomes a tire inflation 
maintenance program. 
 
“The real value to the customer is keeping those tires                  
inflated, and the real value to the dealer is getting the             
customer to come in,” he continues. “You can’t sell               
anything if the customer        doesn’t come in. Once you 
get traffic, you can point out those (worn) wiper blades. 
That’s what gives you the opportunity.” 
 
Phil Giallombardo, director of sales for Branick Industries 
Inc., agrees. “Instead of just providing nitrogen and getting 
$20 for the service,” he says, combine it with tire               
protection, roadside service, etc., and you can charge more. 
 
“The automobile dealers have perfected how to bundle     
services. If tire dealers can bundle nitrogen into a bigger 
program, they could provide a better value to the                   
customer.” 
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Of course, customers must understand the benefits of nitrogen, says Ed Campea, regional manager for Champion, which 
is owned by Gardner Denver. 
 
“Right now, nitrogen is voluntary; it has to be sold. People don’t come in and say they want nitrogen. You have to tell 
them the benefits and reasons and what they’re getting. 
 
There will come a day when nobody will use compressed air; nitrogen will be a commodity. Dealers have an opportunity 
to make some money by selling it. But the customer has to understand what he’s getting for his money. That’s the biggest 
challenge.” 
 
A significant number of dealers accepted the challenge years ago. According to the nitrogen inflation service survey, 
4.4% of  tire dealers have been offering it for more than five years.  

From air to nitrogen, Continued 

TKTDRA Member News 
Free Service Wholesale Tire 

 
Free Service Wholesale Tire  completed a very             
successful 2nd Annual Trade Show and Dealer 
Buying Event held at Meadowview Conference 
Center & Resort February 13th - February 15th 
2009. Visit www.fswtire.com for pictures and more 
information. 

TCS announces software giveaway 
 
Tire Company Solutions (TCS) has announced its 
new, 60-day software giveaway promotion of its 
Tire Power software suite, to be gifted to 25 tire 
dealerships. The promotion runs March 15 through 
May 15, 2009. Interested parties should contact 
TCS by phone 1-888-449-8473 or fill out the web 
form at www.tcstirepower.com to apply for the 
program.  

Got news? Send to Christy at  info@tktdra.org or fax (225)767-7648 



 

WIN A FLAT SCREEN TV 

AND HELP BUILD THE 

TKTKDRA 

SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION!! 
 

Ask a TKTDRA Representative  
or call Christy at (888) 858-3721 

before April 7, 2009 
 for more information. 

TIA ANNOUNCES NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH FEDERATED INSURANCE 
February 10, 2009 

Bowie, MD — The Tire Industry Association (TIA), a 
leading automotive trade association, today announced that 
it has signed an agreement with Federated Insurance, of 
Owatonna, MN, to offer TIA members property and           
casualty insurance, risk management resources, and life and 
disability products and services. TIA members interested in 
finding out more about this offering are encouraged to visit 
the “Member Services” section of the TIA website at 
www.tireindustry.org, or call 800-533-0472, extensions 
112, 139 or 140. 
 
 

TIA members will have access to personal service by a         
Federated representative, including a no-obligation Right 
Report®. The Right Report® is a tool the Federated              
representative will use to analyze your exposures and           
business needs. Part of this review also includes a              
discussion regarding business succession and access to a 
network of independent specialized estate planning                
attorneys when necessary. 
 
 

Federated Insurance is rated A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best 
Company®, a respected insurance rating authority. In           
business for over 100 years, Federated specializes in             
creating tailored products and services for the tire industry; 
their Trac Pac® program was designed for tire dealers by 
tire dealers.  
 
 

“TIA is excited about our new partnership with Federated 
Insurance,” said TIA Executive Vice President Roy           
Littlefield. “While no tire dealer spends much time thinking  

about fires, natural disasters and other similar events, the 
fact of the matter is that these things do occur, and thus, it’s 
important that every tire dealer makes sure he/she has the 
right level of insurance coverage. Federated will make sure 
that our members receive proper coverage at a competitive 
price. Given the current economy, we encourage all our 
members to contact Federated and get an ‘insurance             
check-up.’ They will probably be pleasantly surprised at 
how much they might save.” 
 
 

“Federated Insurance is proud to be recommended by TIA,” 
said Pat Cooper, Federated’s First Vice President and              
Director of Marketing. “TIA is the premier tire dealer            
association in the country, and its members are some of the 
‘best of the best’ in the industry. TIA’s professionalism, 
culture, and core values are a perfect fit with Federated.” 
 
TIA is an international association representing all segments of the tire industry, includ-
ing those that manufacture, repair, recycle, sell, service or use new or retreaded tires, and 
also those suppliers or individuals who furnish equipment, material or services to the 
industry. The Tire Industry Association (TIA) has a history that spans more than 80 years 
and includes several name changes. Originally known as the National Tire Dealers & 
Retreaders Association (NTDRA), the organization gave birth over the years to the Ameri-
can Retreaders Association (ARA) and the Tire Association of North America (TANA). 
ARA changed its name to the International Tire & Rubber Association (ITRA) and merged 
with TANA in 2002 to form the current Tire Industry Association (TIA), which now repre-
sents every interest in the tire industry.   
 
Federated is a mutual insurance company headquartered in Owatonna, Minnesota, has 
been in business for over 100 years. Federated operates throughout the United States 
except in Alaska and Hawaii. The Company specializes in business insurance for selected 
industries, including tire dealers. Federated offers insurance protection products and 
services to meet virtually all the business and personal insurance needs of business own-
ers, including property, auto, liability, umbrella, workers compensation, group health, life, 
disability, annuities; regular coverage review; risk management services; claims services; 
and business and estate planning assistance. (Not all products and services available in 
all states.)  

 
TIA TPMS Relearn Charts 

 
Visit www.TKTDRA.com for a TIA 

TPMS Relearn Chart order form  
 

Send your completed order form to 
Christy at Fax  (225)767-7648 or    

Email: info@tktdra.org 
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I hereby apply for membership in the Tennessee/Kentucky Tire Dealers & Retreaders Association.  I am a Tire Dealer, Retreader, or Supplier in 
the industry.  I agree that if I am accepted into membership, I will abide by the By-Laws of the Association to the best of my ability; I will strive 
to improve the industry to which I belong and will insist on my Association doing the same.   

Please Print 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
   Owner’s Name                              Spouse’s Name 
 
______________________________________________________________________     
    Company        
 
______________________________________________________________________      
     Address                  
 
______________________________________________________________________   
     City                                   State                              Zip              
                                        
______________________________________________________________________ 
     Phone #                                                                   Fax #                                              

***Membership Type*** 
 Tire Dealer -  Dues are based on the number of locations: 1-6 locations  $200; 6 or more locations  $450 
     Services:  Retail   Wholesale  Passenger  Truck  Road Service 
 
 Supplier -  $200 
 
 Total Owed ____________________________ 
 
Credit Card Info: 
Name on Card:___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Billing Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Card Number:____________________________________________ Exp. Date:_______________________________________ 
 
V-Code:_____________________Amount Enclosed:___________________ Phone Number:____________________________ 
 

Please return this form with your 
check made payable to: 
 
Tennessee/Kentucky Tire Dealers & 
Retreaders Association 
P.O. Box 82531 
Baton Rouge, LA 70884 
 
Phone: (888) 858-3721 
Fax:(225) 767-7648 
Email: info@tktdra.org 
 
*** Enclose a check for the first 
year’s dues, and include additional 
forms for each branch *** 

                                           

Like what you’ve seen so far? 
Want to join or know someone interested in joining??? 

Please fill out the application above or call 1-888-858-3721 
 ** Visit our website www.tktdra.com for more information  

on what the TKTDRA can do for you!** 
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TKTDRA 
P.O. Box 82531 
Baton Rouge, LA  70884 
P: (888)858-3721 
F: (225)767-7648 
www.TKTDRA.com 

Save the Date! 

To make hotel reservations, call the Hilton Nashville Downtown at 615-620-2150.  
Hotel rates at the Hilton Nashville are $159 per night for a suite  

Deadline to receive this rate is July 17, 2009. 
 

Visit www.TKTDRA.com for Registration, Sponsorship and Exhibitor Opportunities 

Tennessee/Kentucky Tire Dealers  
and Retreaders Association  

 
2009 Annual Convention 

August 7-8, 2009 
 

Hilton Nashville Downtown 
Nashville, TN 


